The amygdala plays a critical role in detecting potential danger through sensory input [1, 2]. In 26 the primate visual system, a subcortical pathway through the superior colliculus and the pulvinar 27 is thought to provide the amygdala with rapid and coarse visual information about facial emotions 28 [3 6]. A recent electrophysiological study in human patients supported this hypothesis by
. Given this qualitative difference, we divided the amygdala neurons into positive-145 weight (n = 51) and negative-weight (n = 48) groups. We then separately plotted the time course 146 of their outputs to see how well they discriminated different facial expressions as a function of 147 time after stimulus onset. Note that one neuron had a zero weight and was excluded from the 148 analysis. At the early peak (arrowheads in Figure 3A and 3B) , the weighted sum was stronger in in response to the open-mouth faces at the early peak was stronger than pre-stimulus levels 156 (excitation) in the positive-weight group (Mann Whitney U test, n = 100 simulations, 51-ms window: p = 1.7 × 10 -33 , Bonferroni correction) (see Figure S4B for single neuron correlation 160 between the sign of the weight and the sign of the early response). Thus, both excitation and 161 suppression in the amygdala contributed to the early discrimination of open-mouth faces by its 162 neuronal population.
164
An analysis of spatial frequency (SF) selectivity suggested that early excitation and suppression 165 might have different roles in detecting open-mouth faces (Figure 3C 3E) . We previously 166 examined reference frames for SF in face-responsive neurons by testing the effects of stimulus 167 size on SF selectivity ( Figure 3C ) [14] . We showed that a population of amygdala neurons has 168 retina-based SF (cycles/degree) tuning that is predicted by the limited SF bandwidth of the 169 subcortical pathway [21] . Other populations have image-based SF (cycles/image) tuning that 170 requires broad SF bandwidth, which is a common property of the temporal cortex neurons [14] . retains sensitivity to stimulus size (Figure 3D , upper panel), and hence viewing distance. Imagebased SF tuning (Figure 3D , lower panel) is consistent with size-independent performance for excitation type) tended to have retina-based SF tuning and the negative-weight neurons (early the amygdala population (163 ms, open-mouth classifier, n = 35, rs = 0.24, p = 0.16).
183
Because of its link with retina-based SF tuning, the early excitation that we observed in some 184 amygdala neurons is likely mediated by subcortical processing. Supporting this is the dissimilarity 185 in performance profiles for the amygdala and temporal cortex at the early peak ( Figure 2D 
198
Our results, based on single-neuron responses in the amygdala and the temporal visual cortex to 199 the same stimuli in the same animals, thus provide strong evidence for a rapid, subcortically 200 mediated response of amygdala neurons to emotional faces that is independent from cortical input 201 via visual areas in the temporal cortex. Although we used a relatively small stimulus set (e.g., no 202 appeasing grimace faces) that may result in an underestimation of the neural selectivity for 203 facial expressions, and repeated presentations of the same fixed set to the monkeys that may lead habituation [7], we found rapid discrimination of facial expressions by amygdala neurons, which might be related to the choice of a proper time window for analysis (50 ms), given the dynamics 207 of the selectivity profiles in the amygdala (compare the profiles at different time windows in 208 Figure 2D ). The 50-ms window avoids merging the heterogeneous profiles along the time axis, 209 while it gains statistical power by virtue of temporal averaging.
211
In LeDoux s [20] original proposal, fast threat detection by the primate amygdala may be 212 inaccurate at times because the tradeoff between speed and accuracy in visual processing favors 213 speed (e.g., quick detection of a snake-like object is more important than accurately 214 discriminating real snakes from snake-like ropes). Here, we demonstrated the speed of threat 215 detection by the amygdala, but not its accuracy. Clarifying the accuracy and its relation to the 8. Pessoa, L., and Adolphs, R. (2010) . Emotion processing and the amygdala: from a 'low road' 254 to 'many roads' of evaluating biological significance. Nat. Rev. Neurosci. 11, 773 782. 255 9. Kuraoka, K., and Nakamura, K. (2006) . Impacts of facial identity and type of emotion on 256 responses of amygdala neurons. Neuroreport. 17, 9 12. and background scenes, the mean luminance and two-dimensional amplitude spectrum were
Electrophysiology
We used stainless steel guide tubes and tungsten electrodes (0.2 -Haer,
We first tested the statistical significance of selectivity for facial expressions (Friedman test, main than 0.5 were converted to values greater than 0.5 by reflecting the values with respect to 0.5 (e.g.,
We applied a linear classification approach [16, 17] to the population activity of the amygdala 461 and the temporal cortex to assess how well they discriminated the facial expressions. This 462 approach constructs multiple classifiers, each for a different stimulus category (the three different (Figure 2A) . The spike counts were separately normalized within each neuron (the maximum compared and the classifier with the largest output was chosen as the answer for the population.
not reflect the effects of response covariation in the neurons (noise correlation) because the 513 neuronal responses were not simultaneously recorded.
515
We equalized the number of neurons used for the classification between the two areas because a 516 greater number generally results in higher performance [17] . In a single simulation, all 100 517 amygdala neurons were used, and 100 neurons were randomly selected from the 113 temporal 518 cortex neurons. We repeated this simulation 100 times and the 100 samples were used for 519 statistical tests (comparisons of correct rates, weighted sums). Chance levels of performance were 520 estimated with null distributions made by shuffling the stimulus-response relationships.
522
For a subset of amygdala neurons (n = 35), we tested effects of stimulus size on neuronal tuning 523 for image-based spatial frequency (SF) by presenting a series of bandpass-filtered faces (center 524 SF: 2.0, 2.8, 4.0, 5.7, 8.0, 11.3, 16.0 cycles/image) with different sizes (3.8° × 3.8°, 5.4° × 5.4°, 525 7.7° × 7.7°, 11.0° × 11.0°, 15.3° × 15.3°). Details of the analysis are described in our previous 526 paper [14] . In short, we exploited the difference in SF bandwidth between the subcortical and 527 cortical pathways [21, 29] and evaluated the relative contribution of the two pathways to the 528 responses. We calculated a shift index from SF tuning curves at different stimulus sizes to 529 characterize how the preferred image-based SF (cycles/image) changes across stimulus sizes.
530
When the shift index is 0, the preferred image-based SF does not change across stimulus sizes 531 (i.e., ideally tuned for image-based SFs). When the shift index is 1, the preferred image-based SF
532
changes so as to be proportional to the stimulus size. Because dividing image-based SF of 1 means that the preferred retina-based SF does not change across stimulus size (i.e., ideally 535 tuned for retina-based SFs). Figure 1E . Conventions are the same as Figure 1E . Note that the statistical criteria of the Friedman test are 0.01 and 0.005 in this figure, while 0.05 was used in Figure 1E . for open-mouth and the other faces was calculated at 51-ms time window (early peak) and plotted along the y-axis. (B) Relationship between the weight and firing increase/decrease relative to prestimulus levels. Difference in mean firing rates for open-mouth faces at 51-ms (early peak) and 1-ms time window (pre-stimulus level) is plotted along the y-axis.
